Herbert Rowse  Armstrong.
Sir henry curtis bennett—I was dealing with what had been
opened by the Attorney-General, and I had to accept the ruling of the
learned judge. The jury were very surprised when they heard for the
first time that they were not trying the Martin case.
Counsel went on to consider the case of Rex v. Smith, 1 Or. App
Rep. 311, better known as the *' brides in the bath case," in which the
prisoner was accused of murdering his wife, by^ drowning her in a bath,
and evidence was admitted that two other wives of the prisoner had
died in baths. In that case there was proof in each case that the prisoner
had had something definite to do with the bath, and in each case the
relationship of the deceased to the accused was identical.
In JKex v. Thompson, [1918] A.C. 221, it is said, at p. 232, by Lord
Sumner—
" Before an issue can be said to be raised, which would permit the
introduction of such evidence so obviously prejudicial to the accused,
it must have been raised in substance if not in so many words, and the
issue so raised must be one to which the prejudicial evidence is relevant.
The mere theory that a plea of not guilty puts everything in issue is
not enough for this purpose. The prosecution cannot credit the accused
with fancy defences in order to rebut them at the outset with some
damning piece of prejudice."
The lord chief justice—But must not the prosecution take the
obvious defences?
Sir H. cttbtis bennett—Yes, unless they are told that they will not
bo raised. I cannot prevent the prosecution from proving what by the
common law they are entitled to prove. I am entitled to prevent them
from assuming that they are within an exception when they are not.
Mr. justice shearman—There is a difference between rebutting acci-
dent and proving design.
The lord chief justice—If the evidences is in fact admissible, does
it make any difference that the ground on which it is apparently admitted
is the wrong ground ?
Sir H. ctjrtjs bennett—It may, for when the judge comes to direct
the jury it is very important that they should bo correctly told what
use they may make of it. When once 'it is admitted, the effect on the
case for the prisoner is achieved. Can it bo said that if a defence is
afterwards raised which might have made it admissible, that cures a
wrong admission?
Mr. justice avory—Then do you mean that if the defence is not
raised  until   after  the  prosecution  is   closed,  the prosecution cannot put
in evidence without which tho defence might submit there was no case:
Sir H. cctrtis bennett—It may bo so; tho law favours the accused.
Mr. justice avory—It also favours justice.
Sir H.  curtis bennett—Evidence might be called in rebuttal.
Mr. justice avory—Not if no evidence was called.
Sir henry C trims bennett went on to criticise the summing up, and
read a long extract containing the following passages :—
tf I came to the conclusion that Martin's case has a bearing upon
this, _ What is the bearing? The bearing is this, that it is of value as
snowing that the defendant had arsenic in his possession and that he
would use it to poison a human being. ... If you come to tne con-
clusion that he did give it, why, then, it has a bearing as showing what
he had got ^in the way of poison, and what he was prepared to do with
it, as showing that he was prepared not merely to use- it on dandelions
and things of that kind, but that he was prepared to use it on a human
being. . . ,
"It is quite  true he  is  not being tried  for  that  as  a substantive
crime.   You will not be asked by the  Clerk of Assisse to aay,  was^ he
guilty of poisoning Martin?   You will only have to make up your minds
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